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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Germany is in the midst of a profound transformation of its 
power sector, one centered on the phasing out of nuclear energy 

and, simultaneously, growing emphasis on renewable generation. The 
effort has generated impressive results on some fronts but also met 
with sizable challenges. System costs and, especially, residential 
power prices have risen substantially. Financial stresses on the 
country’s major power providers, whose business model has been 
shaken by the transformation, continue to mount and could trigger a 
fundamental restructuring of the industry, replete with significant 
state intervention, industry shakeouts, and consolidation. The German 
government is progressively reinserting itself in the management of 
the power market, belying policy makers’ long-standing pursuit of 
deregulation. Ultimately, Germany’s struggles could bring the de facto 
end of power market liberalization both in Germany and, potentially, 
beyond, given the country’s central role in Europe’s power-generation 
landscape. Indeed, Europe’s deregulated wholesale power markets—a 
paradigm and blueprint for power market design across the globe—
may already be faltering.

This report examines Germany’s transformation initiative today, sev-
eral years (and a change in government, coupled with an energy poli-
cy update) after its launch. We consider the country’s ambitions and 
achievements to date. We also look at the related costs and system im-
plications; the impact on the German power sector; and the effects on 
policy making in Germany and internationally. The report’s key find-
ings include the following:

Despite its increasing emphasis on renewable generation, Germa-
ny will likely struggle to meets its aggressive targets for the re-
duction of greenhouse gas emissions.

 • The government’s energy-policy update of 2013 and 2014 largely 
upheld previous targets for the expansion of renewable energy’s 
role in power generation: Germany is now targeting (and on track 
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to achieve) 40 to 45 percent of the country’s power generation 
from renewables by 2025. 

 • Despite this buildup of renewable capacity, Germany is likely to 
miss its emissions-reduction targets, as a confluence of forces—in-
cluding the country’s ongoing phaseout of nuclear energy, its 
continued heavy export of power to other European countries, and 
low prices for carbon-dioxide-emissions allowances—have kept the 
country wedded to carbon-intensive coal-fired generation. 

 • BCG estimates that, under Germany’s current policies, the country 
will have reduced its emissions by about 35 percent (from 1990 
levels) by 2020—a significant achievement, especially relative to 
the efforts of other countries, but one that falls short of the 
country’s targeted reduction of 40 percent.

The costs of Germany’s pursuit of its goals will remain high. 

 • In its energy-policy update of 2013 and 2014, Germany’s govern-
ment left largely unchanged the country’s existing feed-in-tariff-
based subsidy scheme for the support of renewables, a scheme 
that many stakeholders view as a key driver of the costly buildup 
of renewable-generation capacity.

 • Were Germany to remain on its current course, the costs of its 
power system in 2033 (assuming a CO2 price of €40 per ton)  
would amount to approximately 16 eurocents per kilowatt hour 
(ct/kWh), approximately 25 percent higher than the costs of a 
hypothetical fossil-fuel-based power system—one in which 
renewables’ share of power generation is held constant at 2012 
levels, the planned phaseout of nuclear energy proceeds as 
planned, and decommissioned nuclear assets are replaced by 
gas-fired capacity.

 • The price of carbon emissions is a key determinant of the relative 
cost attractiveness of Germany’s current course: were carbon 
prices to remain at today’s level of roughly €5 per ton, the system 
costs of Germany’s energy system in 2033 would be roughly 50 
percent higher than those of a hypothetical fossil-fuel-based 
system. 

Power prices in Germany have risen sharply in recent years, but 
further increases should be more moderate. 

 • At an average of 9 ct/kWh, Germany’s industrial power prices are 
close to the European average; prices for individual German 
companies vary significantly, however, as the heaviest users of 
electricity are largely exempt from the country’s renewables levy 
and other charges.

 • Germany’s industrial power prices put German companies at a 
competitive disadvantage compared with many of their global 
competitors, including U.S. companies, which pay roughly half 
what their German counterparts pay for power. 
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 • Residential power prices in Germany, at close to 30 ct/kWh in 
2013, are the second highest in Europe, trailing only those of 
Denmark; German residential power prices rose at an annual 
growth rate of 5 percent from 2003 through 2013. 

 • The annual rate of increase in Germany’s residential power prices 
should slow to about 1 percent over the next decade owing largely 
to lower feed-in tariffs for new renewable-generation assets and 
the end of the comparatively expensive 20-year subsidy period for 
older renewables. 

In the near to medium term, the security of Germany’s power 
supply will depend heavily on grid reserve regulation and grid 
extension. 

 • Conventional power plants, which provide necessary backup 
power, are vital to Germany’s energy transformation, but an 
increasing number are no longer economically viable: between 
December 2012 and May 2014, plant owners announced planned 
shutdowns representing 7.7 gigawatts of capacity, or about 8 
percent of the country’s total installed conventional capacity  
in 2012.

 • Grid reserve regulation, which ensures that plants deemed critical 
to Germany’s overall power-generation scheme remain in opera-
tion, has thus become essential for guaranteeing security of supply. 

 • Critical grid-extension projects, linking areas of high demand to 
major sources of renewable generation, are planned, but many 
projects have been bogged down by “not in my backyard”-type 
resistance from residents; grid extension could become the Achil-
les’ heel of Germany’s power-sector transformation. 

A restructuring of Germany’s power-generation sector seems 
unavoidable.

 • Germany’s phaseout of nuclear energy and rising emphasis on 
renewables, coupled with declining domestic wholesale power 
prices, continue to challenge the business models of the country’s 
conventional power generators.

 • Ultimately, the sector is likely to face a serious restructuring, one 
that could include changes in ownership, shakeouts, national or 
cross-border consolidation, and government intervention. 

 • Assuming that Germany’s government intervenes to support the 
sector, we expect it to confine itself mainly to securing the contin-
ued operation of individual assets, rather than staging an outright 
rescue of individual German utilities. 

 • The brewing crisis in Germany’s power sector has parallels in the 
global financial crisis (with regard to scope, system interdependen-
cies, and the specter of collateral economic damage), but it differs 
in genesis: the banking crisis was triggered largely by private 
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companies that took excessive risks, while Germany’s power-sector 
crisis is being driven by government decisions.

Ultimately, Germany may be forced to reconsider its aims and 
timetables. 

 • Achieving Germany’s emissions-reduction targets will likely 
demand additional measures, such as the introduction of a carbon 
tax or emissions standards, a limiting of the country’s power 
exports, and an extension of the lifetime of the country’s nuclear 
plants—none of them appetizing options, as each entails addition-
al costs or conflicts with the principle of a single European power 
market.

 • German policy makers may have to accept that concurrently 
phasing out nuclear energy, building up renewable capacity, 
materially lowering greenhouse gas emissions, containing power 
prices, and securing supply may be too ambitious within the 
envisioned time frame. It is certainly impossible under the coun-
try’s current regulatory framework.

Germany’s struggles, and the expanding role of government in 
addressing them, signal the de facto end of power market liberal-
ization in Germany—and potentially beyond.

 • (Re-)regulation of Germany’s power-generation sector—more than 
50 percent of capacity is already subject to regulation, an all-time 
high—will continue as policy makers seek to ensure a sufficient 
supply of power while continuing to pursue the other aims of the 
energy transformation. 

 • Renewables will become increasingly cost competitive with 
conventional generation in Germany in terms of pure generation 
costs but will not achieve market integration and widespread 
adoption without feed-in tariffs and state-orchestrated tenders. 

 • Simultaneously, re-regulation of conventional generation will 
continue. Mechanisms such as long-term power-purchase agreements 
and state-orchestrated tenders could reemerge as the government 
seeks to ensure security of the conventional power supply.

 • The retreat from power market liberalization puts a key pillar of 
German and European policy making in question—20 years after 
the start of liberalization in Europe, it appears that regulated 
power markets will return.

German policy makers face tough decisions.

 • Eventually, German policy makers will be forced to acknowledge 
the de facto end of power market liberalization within the country 
and be compelled to define new fundamentals of policy making.

 • In order to ensure security of supply, the government will have to 
consider fostering a fundamentally new market design—one that 
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will spur the development of a sizable amount of new convention-
al capacity by approximately 2018—or, as noted above, reinstitut-
ing known market-support mechanisms, such as tendered pow-
er-purchase agreements.

 • Should Germany opt to pursue its aggressive emissions-reduction 
targets, the government will need to step up its efforts and take 
costly measures, such as the institution of carbon taxes or emis-
sions standards.

 • In order to manage the affordability of the transformation and 
maintain public support, Germany might choose to fund the effort 
through government budgets. To this end, German policy makers 
will need to position emissions reduction and increased energy 
independence as public services that must be paid for by the 
public, not just by the power sector.
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GERMANY’S POWER 
REVOLUTION
MIXED PROGRESS TO DATE

In 2010, germany’s government defined a 
bold vision for the country’s energy future, 

one heavily reliant on renewable-energy 
sources, distributed generation, and energy 
efficiency. (See Toward a New Balance of Power: 
Is Germany Pioneering a Global Transformation 
of the Energy Sector? BCG report, March 2013.) 
The government’s plan, spelled out in the 
Federal Ministry of Economics and Technolo-
gy’s Energy Concept for an Environmentally 
Sound, Reliable, and Affordable Energy Supply, 
set aggressive targets for greenhouse gas 
emissions (a reduction of 80 percent from 
1990 levels by 2050) and energy efficiency (an 
improvement of 50 percent by 2050). It also 
committed the country to a full phaseout of 
nuclear energy by 2022. The plan drew, and 
continues to draw, strong interest from well 
beyond Germany’s borders owing to the scope 
of its ambition and Germany’s prominent role 
in Europe’s interconnected energy markets. 

Fast-forward to today: Where does Germany 
stand in realizing its plan? Has progress met 
expectations? Does the country’s commit-
ment to the plan remain strong? What are the 
implications of the ongoing energy transition 
(in German, Energiewende) for German society 
and industry, and especially for the country’s 
power sector? What are the implications for 
Europe’s power sector? 

This report seeks to answer these and related 
questions by assembling an objective fact 

base. One of the report’s key findings: Germa-
ny’s efforts may indeed transform the coun-
try’s energy profile as intended. But they will 
also likely lead to the end of power market 
liberalization in Germany and, very possibly, 
elsewhere in Europe. 

Policy Makers Confirm Ambitions
German policy makers in general continue to 
endorse the Energiewende. This reflects strong 
public support for the plan’s aims and under-
lying rationale. Citizens remain firmly com-
mitted to renewable energy, with that com-
mitment enhanced by the guaranteed 
financial returns provided by current policies 
that make decentralized wind and solar- 
photovoltaic (PV) assets attractive invest-
ments for many voters. Citizens also remain 
strongly opposed to nuclear energy; indeed, 
for German policy makers, support for nucle-
ar energy amounts to political suicide. Ger-
man citizens also manifest trust in the state, 
some aversion to big utilities, and a general 
belief in the value of sustainability. And they 
express ongoing support for German industry, 
viewing it as the country’s key economic pil-
lar, as well as support for how the interests of 
industry are reflected in current policy.1 Ger-
man policy makers are responsive to these 
views. 

Such is the public and political support for 
the Energiewende, in fact, that when the topic 
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arose in debates preceding the country’s fed-
eral election in 2013, there was little argu-
ment about whether the plan should be im-
plemented. Rather, the talk centered on how 
to proceed—with a focus on how to limit 
soaring power prices while still pursuing the 
rest of the plan’s objectives. (Ongoing support 
for green measures, such as that found in 
Germany to date, is far from universal, it 
should be noted. Australia, for instance, 
which has the world’s highest carbon-dioxide 
emissions per capita, has decided to scrap its 
emissions-reduction plans.) 

Not surprisingly, the “grand coalition” govern-
ment that took office after the election ex-
pressed strong backing for the Energiewende. It 
confirmed its commitment to, for example, 
achieving the original objectives of a phaseout 
of nuclear energy by 2022 and a 40 percent re-
duction of greenhouse gas emissions (from 
1990 levels) by 2020. The government even 
slightly raised the bar on several other key tar-
gets, specifically the greenhouse gas reductions 
slated for 2050 and the share of renewable-en-
ergy sources in the country’s power-generation 
mix in 2025, 2035, and 2050. (See Exhibit 1.) 

The new government also declared that the 
general feed-in-tariff scheme supporting re-
newables would remain in place. (Subsequent 
adjustments to the feed-in-tariff scheme in the 
2013 and 2014 policy update were limited to 
minor changes in subsidy conditions for some 
renewable technologies, with the aim of reduc-
ing the overall costs of subsidies.) 

Moreover, the government showed a willing-
ness to further shield energy-intensive indus-
tries from sharply rising power prices by large-
ly defending, over European Commission 
protests, the exemptions granted to power-hun-
gry companies from the renewables levy. (The 
EC had originally argued that such exemptions 
constituted an illegal form of state aid.) 

Germany Today: Continued 
Emphasis on Renewables—but 
Emissions Are Rising
So where does the country stand today vis-à-
vis the Energiewende? Viewed through the 
lenses of sustainability, affordability, and se-
curity of supply, Germany’s progress has been 
mixed. (See Exhibit 2.)

Policy makers have even pushed some targets higher 

Overall

Power

Transportation

Heat

Quantified policy goals

2013 and 2014 policy update2010 policy

To be fixed based
on new EU targets1

No updated goal yet

No updated goal yet

No updated goal yet

No updated goal yet
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Phaseout by 2022 Phaseout by 2022

Climate-neutral
building stock by 20503
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Greenhouse gas emissions,
reduction from 1990 (%)

Primary energy consumption,
reduction from 2008 (%)

Renewables’ share of final
energy consumption (%)
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reduction from 2008 (%)

Renewables’ share of
electricity consumption (%)

Phaseout of nuclear
energy

Annual building-restoration
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Energy consumption,
reduction from 2005 (%)
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10

20502020 2030

55
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30

8035 50
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40–45 ≥ 8055–60

20502025 20352020
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2

Sources: German federal government’s Energiekonzept, September 2010; German federal government; German Federal Ministry for Economic 
Affairs and Energy; BCG analysis.
1To be fixed also in line with targets resulting from the UN Climate Change Conference, Paris, 2015.
2The building restoration rate is the percentage of German buildings being renovated annually to improve their energy efficiency. 
3Climate-neutral building stock refers to the objective of lowering buildings’ primary energy demand by 80 percent from 1990 levels by 2050 and 
meeting the remaining energy demand primarily with energy generated from renewable energy sources.

Exhibit 1 | Germany Remains Committed to the Energiewende
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Look first at sustainability. Germany’s goal of 
expanding the role of renewables in its power 
scheme is very much on track. Renewables 
accounted for 24 percent of gross electricity 
consumption in 2013, placing the country 
slightly above the growth trajectory needed 
to reach its 2025 target of 40 to 45 percent. 
But greenhouse gas emissions have recently 
risen nevertheless. Emissions climbed from 
2011 through 2013 owing to a strong increase 
in coal-based generation, driven by the ongo-
ing phaseout of Germany’s nuclear capacity, 
a slight recovery in power demand following 
the 2008 financial crisis, increased power ex-
ports (spurred by increasing overcapacity and 
low domestic wholesale power prices), and 
low prices for CO2-emissions certificates. In 
fact, Germany’s power generation from car-
bon-intense lignite (a type of coal) reached 
an all-time high in 2013. Germany’s rate of 
progress to date thus suggests that the coun-
try will fall short of its longer-term emis-
sions-reduction targets.

Germany’s effort has also had mixed success 
in terms of affordability. Power prices for Ger-
man households, at close to 30 eurocents per 

kilowatt hour (ct/kWh) on average in 2013, 
are the second highest in Europe, surpassed 
only by Danish prices. Industrial power prices 
for Germany’s energy-intensive large compa-
nies are close to the European average and 
actually declined slightly in 2012 and 2013 
owing to a reduction in wholesale power pric-
es and wide-ranging exemptions granted 
these companies from levies for renewables 
and grid use. But from the perspective of ex-
port-oriented German companies competing 
in global markets, there remains considerable 
room for improvement. Average industrial 
prices in Germany, at roughly 9 ct/kWh, are 
roughly twice those in the U.S., for example.

To date, Germany has fared well in terms of 
security of supply. Still benefiting from a his-
toric surplus of conventional generation ca-
pacity, and with several new large, hard-coal 
plants due to come online in 2014 and 2015, 
the country should have adequate total 
firm-generation capacity until about 2018. Si-
multaneously, grid stability is high: in terms 
of overall system stability (including grids), 
Germany’s power-supply system continues to 
rank among the world’s most reliable. Aver-

Household power prices 

Target at least 90% achieved Target 75%–89% achieved Target less than 75% achieved

Greenhouse gas emissions

Renewables’ share of power consumption

78

109

Sustainability

0

Industrial power prices 78

Affordability

Reserve margin 

Grid stability

Expansion of transmission networks

158

100

62

Security of
supply

Progress toward target (%) 

Sources: Eurostat; German Federal Network Agency; German transmission system operators; VaasaETT, Household Energy 
Price Index for Europe; German Federal Ministry for the Environment; German Federal Environmental Agency; German 
Federal Statistical Office; BCG analysis.

Exhibit 2 | Germany’s Progress Toward Achieving Its Energy Goals Has Been 
Mixed
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age annual downtime (approximately 16 min-
utes in 2013) remains among the lowest in 
Europe and globally; the country’s reserve 
margin (that is, available generation capacity 
beyond the level necessary to meet normal 
peak demand) currently handily exceeds poli-
cy makers’ targeted 5 percent.

Germany will be challenged, however, to de-
liver the grid extension necessary to bridge 
the often considerable distances between ar-
eas of high power generation from renew-
ables (for example, northern Germany, which 
generates ample wind power) and the major 
consumption centers (notably, the industrial 
centers in southern Germany). In fact, exten-
sion of the transmission system could become 

the Achilles’ heel of the country’s energy 
transformation, driven by ongoing “not in my 
backyard”-type resistance from residents 
(which already appears likely to lead to the 
rerouting of at least one planned critical line) 
and exacerbated by the postponement of the 
commissioning dates of several key grid-ex-
tension projects. 

Note
1. A number of these considerations, it should be noted, 
lie outside the classic triangle of energy policy 
making—sustainability, affordability, and security of 
supply—making Germany’s policy seem perhaps a bit 
irrational from a classic policy perspective.
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THE GERMAN POWER 
SECTOR
QUO VADIS?

We know where germany stands 
today. But where will it be tomorrow? 

Will the effort remain on track, and will the 
path be smooth or rocky? 

To attempt to answer these questions (in the 
face of the many obvious uncertainties), we 
have made what we consider reasonable 
projections for key indicators. Our analysis is 
based on proprietary, extensive modeling of 
the German electricity sector that we have 
used in numerous projects and as a basis for 
earlier publications.1 We assume in our 
calculations that Germany adheres to its 
current policy; we also assume what we 
consider a realistic pace of technological 
development. For added perspective, we 
compare our findings with our projections for 
Germany’s likely results were the country to 
pursue a different course—the deployment of 
a fossil-fuel-based power system, one in 
which the share of renewable-generation 
capacity is held constant at 2012 levels, the 
country adheres to its current timetable for 
the phasing out of nuclear capacity, and 
retired nuclear capacity is replaced by gas-
fired capacity. Again, we view outcomes 
through the lenses of sustainability, 
affordability, and security of supply.

Sustainability: The CO2 Dilemma
Germany’s aggressive buildup of renew-
able-generation capacity will continue. Yet 

the country will struggle to meet its emissions 
targets. 

A Strong Buildup of Renewables. The 
country’s planned buildup of renewables  
in the coming years is indeed massive. We 
project that capacities for solar-PV and 
wind, which stood at 29 gigawatts (GW) and 
31 GW, respectively, in 2012, will more than 
double by 2030.

There has been concern within the country 
about the speed of the buildup, however, 
and it is noteworthy that the government’s 
policy update of 2013 and 2014 established 
limits to prevent runaway growth of renew-
able capacity. The government effectively 
set a cap on new construction of onshore 
wind capacity of 2.5 gigawatts per annum 
(GW/a), for example, and attempted to lower 
the cost of subsidies by reducing feed-in tar-
iffs by up to 20 percent for sites with strong 
wind conditions. 

Similarly, the government roughly halved tar-
gets for offshore wind capacity, to 6 GW in 
2020 and 15 GW in 2030, which we consider 
more realistic rates of expansion given the 
challenges of grid connection. The govern-
ment also signaled a target of 100 megawatts 
per annum (MW/a) for new construction of 
biogas and biomass assets and limited new 
construction to plants that use refuse and 
waste as feedstock. 
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Further, to taper the cost of subsidies for so-
lar-PV assets, the government confirmed a cap 
at 52 GW for the cumulative amount of capaci-
ty eligible for support by feed-in tariffs, re-
duced the annual target expansion limit from 
3.5 GW to 2.5 GW, and declared that consump-
tion of self-generated power from PV panels 
larger than 10 kW would be partly subject to 
the renewables levy.2 The government also an-
nounced that it would consider a change in the 
pricing of grid use fees: fees might be based 
less on energy consumed (ct/kWh) and more 
on the power of the grid connection (ct/kW). 
This potential change reflects the shifting dy-
namic in Germany’s power system, with back-
up power becoming increasing valuable rela-
tive to the pure energy transmitted.

Although these changes introduce some im-
portant corrections to Germany’s course, the 
government’s original draft policy update 
was, in fact, more ambitious, as it sought to 
reduce the rate of short-term increases in 
power prices. But the government was unable 
to convince Germany’s constituent states to 
agree to the necessary sizable reductions in 
feed-in tariffs and new-construction rates, the 
states’ main priority appearing to be the de-
fense of their regional interests (in the north, 
wind; in the south, solar PV). 

Germany’s growing commitment to renew-
ables has not reduced the country’s depen-
dence on conventional generation, however. 
In fact, Germany essentially continues to 
build two power systems: a renewables-based 
one and, necessitated by the absence of an ef-
ficient, scalable, long-term energy-storage 
technology, a conventional system that can 
ensure energy supply during extended stretch-
es of very limited wind or sunshine. (See Ex-
hibit 3.) Consequently, the amount of (largely 
conventional) dispatchable capacity in Ger-
many will remain roughly constant to 2030. 

All told, we expect Germany’s total genera-
tion capacity to rise by 50 to 60 percent, 
reaching more than 250 GW, by 2030. Assum-
ing stagnating net power demand in the 
years leading up to 2030 (which we consider 
reasonably likely), Germany’s maximal pow-
er-generation capacity—on sunny and windy 
days—in 2030 will exceed peak demand 
(roughly 85 GW) by a factor of three! This is a 

massive surplus for a market that was sup-
posed to be liberalized and guided by the law 
of supply and demand. 

Simultaneously, Growing CO2 Emissions. We 
calculate that if Germany stays on its current 
policy path, it will overshoot its 2025 and 
2035 targets for renewable energy’s role in 
the generation scheme: renewables will 
account for 45 to 50 percent of consumption 
in 2025 (versus a target of 40 to 45 percent) 
and for 65 to 70 percent in 2035 (versus a 
target of 55 to 60 percent).

Germany’s buildup of  
renewables is hardly helping 
to reduce carbon emissions.

Germany will not, however, have equal success 
in reducing its CO2 emissions. We estimate 
that, in 2020, Germany’s emissions will be 35 
percent lower than 1990 levels, falling short of 
the targeted 40 percent (which will be achieved 
by around 2025).3 This illustrates a striking di-
lemma facing Germany: given low carbon pric-
es (both now and in the foreseeable future), 
the interconnectedness of Europe’s markets, 
and Germany’s phaseout of nuclear energy, 
the country’s buildup of renewables is hardly 
helping to reduce carbon emissions. Rather, it 
has translated into unabated use of coal-fired 
generation, partially for export of power. Es-
sentially, Germany’s carbon-intense lignite 
plants are pumping cheap power into Europe-
an markets—and greenhouse gases into the air.

Finding a solution is problematic. Raising 
prices for CO2 allowances is far from a 
straightforward task, as is illustrated by ongo-
ing contentious discussions among stakehold-
ers and by the recent debate on “backload-
ing” (a scheme for supporting carbon prices 
by temporarily extracting allowances from 
the market). Pushing for higher carbon prices 
is not necessarily in the interests of the Ger-
man government, either (barring at least 
some global support for such a scheme), giv-
en the likely negative impact on German in-
dustry. And carbon prices would have to rise 
materially to have the desired effect. We cal-
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Source: BCG analysis. 
Note: GW = gigawatts; TWh = terawatt hours; PV = solar photovoltaic. 
1Assumes adherence to the government’s 2013-2014 policy update and constant net-power demand. Capacities for the 
conventional system are per Germany’s grid-development plan. We assume that a mechanism is in place to prompt new 
construction of the required gas backup plants.

Exhibit 3 | Germany Is Essentially Building Two Power Systems to Realize Its 
Ambitions
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culate that, to trigger a switch from coal 
plants to new gas plants in Germany’s power 
merit order, carbon prices would have to rise 
to roughly €25 per ton; for older gas plants, 
they would have to rise to about €55 per ton. 
These levels are far from the current carbon 
price of about €5 per ton and the level of 
roughly €10 per ton that could result from the 
backloading plan.

The notion of abandoning the pursuit of a 
single European power market—and turning 
back the clock on cross-country trading and 
the export and import of power—for the pur-
pose of stopping Germany from exporting 
cheap power to its neighbors is currently 
hard for many to imagine and would contra-
dict basic European economic principles, 
such as that of free trade. (It is noteworthy 
that Poland has started to introduce phase 
shifters at the border it shares with Germany 
to protect itself from uncontrolled German 
power exports during times of strong winds.) 
These realities have started the first-ever dis-
cussions within Germany of a carbon tax, 
emissions limits, and other mechanisms.

Whether or not Germany can ultimately 
reach its long-term target for carbon emis-
sions (an 80 percent reduction in 2050 from 

1990 levels) will strongly depend on carbon 
prices and on the policies that the govern-
ment institutes for sectors beyond power gen-
eration—which, in turn, will depend on inter-
national actions on climate change taken 
after 2020. So far, the government has not up-
dated its policies for those sectors. If we as-
sume, however, that Germany’s current poli-
cies remain in place—and that carbon prices 
rise to €74 per ton, a level in line with previ-
ous government assumptions of the economic 
damage associated with carbon emissions—
we calculate that Germany could achieve a 
reduction of 70 to 80 percent by 2050.

Affordability: The Cost of Two 
Systems
The costs necessary to implement the Ener-
giewende remain substantial. The country will 
have to invest more than €400 billion in its 
power sector before 2033. Simultaneously, 
German industry and residential users will 
have to endure ongoing high power prices. 

Renewables Become Cost Competitive. By 
the early 2020s, the levelized cost of energy 
(LCOE) for many renewables should be 
competitive with those of coal and gas plants 
in Germany. (See Exhibit 4.) There are several 

Projected levelized cost of energy development, assuming technically feasible load hours, 2012–2023
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Exhibit 4 | The Levelized Cost of Energy for Many Renewables Will Be Competitive with Those 
of Coal and Gas Plants in Germany by 2023 
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points worth noting, however. First, the 
critical feature that conventional, dispatch-
able plants bring to Germany’s power sys-
tem—controllable availability, driven by 
demand—is not reflected in this comparison. 
(By virtue of the power system’s current 
market design, the necessary backup to 
support renewables is provided “free” rather 
than charged to renewable providers.) 
Second, for fossil-fuel-based technologies, the 
real cost per kilowatt hour rises significantly 
when only dispatched hours are considered, 
since these plants are serving increasingly as 
backup capacity. Last, and most important, 
neither renewable nor conventional technolo-
gies will earn their new-construction costs at 
today’s (and tomorrow’s) price levels in the 
wholesale power market—meaning that 
prices will remain too low to trigger new 
construction of any technology. This suggests 
that a fundamental rethinking of the power 
market’s design is in order. We discuss this 
later in the report.

A fundamental rethinking of 
the power market’s design 
may be in order.

Massive Investment Required. Taking into 
account generation, storage, and grid costs, 
the Energiewende will demand an investment 
of about €410 billion in Germany’s power 
sector from 2010 through 2033, €70 billion of 
which had already been made by the end of 
2013. Part of the investment devoted to 
conventional power generation will be 
focused on making those plants more flexi-
ble—flexibility will be essential as these 
plants shift from providing baseload power to 
acting as “peaker” plants that are called on 
only during times of peak demand. (It is 
worth noting that Germany’s new conven-
tional power plants, which will be optimized 
for flexibility rather than efficiency, will likely 
have lower investment costs per kilowatt of 
capacity than their predecessors.) Had the 
original 2010 plan remained unmodified, the 
cost would have been higher: the slowdown 
in the expansion of offshore wind capacity 
and related grid extension mandated by the 

policy update of 2013 and 2014 reduced the 
required investment by around €60 billion. 

How expensive is this? For perspective, the in-
vestment necessary for the hypothetical fos-
sil-fuel-based system described above would 
be about €190 billion. That figure is not whol-
ly representative of the true cost of such a sys-
tem, however, as it does not include fuel costs, 
the cost of carbon emissions, and other oper-
ating expenses. A true, apples-to-apples com-
parison of the real system costs of the two sys-
tems, one that takes into account the full costs 
of generation and the grid, indicates a cost 
premium of about 25 percent for Germany’s 
current path: the unit cost of electricity in 
2033 will be approximately 16 ct/kWh, com-
pared with 13 ct/kWh for the fossil-fuel-based 
system. (See Exhibit 5.)

Our comparison assumes a moderate in-
crease in fuel prices but a carbon price of 
roughly €40 per ton—both in line with earlier 
assumptions made by the government as well 
as by Germany’s transmission-system opera-
tors in their Netzentwicklungsplan, or grid de-
velopment plan.4 A change in carbon prices 
would affect the numbers materially. Were 
today’s carbon prices (approximately €5 per 
ton) to prevail in 2033, the cost difference be-
tween the two systems would be 50 percent. 
At about €70 per ton—a figure considered by 
German government representatives to be 
the “true” economic cost of carbon emis-
sions—the two systems would cost the same. 

The government’s policy update of 2013 and 
2014, undertaken with the main objective of 
limiting cost increases, did indeed reduce sys-
tem costs compared with those associated 
with the 2010 plan. But the reduction is a 
mere 1 ct/kWh in 2033.

Power Prices Remain High. Barring a signifi-
cant change in carbon prices, Germany’s 
wholesale power prices will be essentially 
stagnant in the years ahead. (See Exhibit 6.) 
Our scenario analysis indicates that, assuming 
a carbon price of €5 per ton, there will be 
little change in wholesale prices in the near 
term (prices will hover around 3.0 to 3.5 ct/
kWh), as the buildup of renewable capacity 
continues and the current overcapacity of con-
ventional resources is reduced. Prices will rise 
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Exhibit 5 | In 2033, Germany’s Targeted Power System Will Be 25 Percent More 
Expensive Than a Fossil-Fuel-Based System
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Exhibit 6 | Wholesale Power Prices in Germany Will Remain Largely Stagnant 
Unless Carbon Prices Rise Materially
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in the medium term, as the remaining nuclear 
capacity is phased out, and then fall slightly in 
the long term. Clearly, wholesale prices will 
remain highly sensitive to carbon prices. 

Our analysis suggests that residential power 
prices will likely remain high. Germany’s pric-
es have soared in recent years, with prices 
now second only to those of Denmark among 
the European countries. Much of this rise has 
been driven by the renewables levy—price 
increases were particularly strong between 
2010 and 2013, when large amounts of so-
lar-PV and wind capacity were connected to 
the grid. In the future, growth in residential 
power prices should moderate. (See Exhibit 
7.) Assuming today’s pricing mechanisms, our 
simulations show a rise in real terms of about 
1 percent per year over the next ten years, 
following annual growth of 5 percent over the 
past decade. Prices in 2023 may therefore be 
10 to 20 percent higher than those in 2013. 
(See Exhibit 8.) Note that this calculation in-
cludes all applicable taxes and levies, includ-
ing a “security of supply component” (hidden 

today in grid use fees) used to finance the de-
velopment of sufficient backup capacity to 
cover peak demand hours that lack sufficient 
feed-in from renewables. 

Ultimately, we expect the renewables levy, 
and with it residential power prices, to peak 
in the early 2020s, resulting from a combina-
tion of two factors. First, the subsidies for to-
day’s new renewables are significantly lower 
than the subsidies for those 20, 15, or even 10 
years ago. In 2004, renewable assets going on-
line with peak power of less than 30 kW were 
awarded a feed-in tariff of 57 ct/kWh for a pe-
riod of 20 years; by the summer of 2014, this 
tariff had fallen to 12 ct/kWh. Second, in the 
years leading up to 2023, many of these early, 
expensive renewable assets will have been in 
operation for more than 20 years and will no 
longer be eligible for tariff support. 

The policy update of 2013 and 2014 will have 
a modest impact on residential power prices 
in the medium term. Residential power prices 
in our simulations are 33 ct/kWh in 2023, 
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Exhibit 7 | Germany’s Residential Power Prices Have Risen Sharply, but Future Increases 
Should Be More Moderate
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compared with 34 ct/kWh under the unmodi-
fied 2010 plan.5

Industrial power prices will also continue to 
rise. But price increases for many large indus-
trial companies will be more moderate than 
those facing small industry, business, and 
households because of the exemptions these 
large players have secured from the renew-
ables levy, as discussed above. The precise arc 
of the price increases they face will be driven 
to a large extent by the price evolution of fos-
sil fuels.

While this relatively contained growth of in-
dustrial power prices represents a victory, of 
sorts, for power-intense parts of German in-
dustry, it should be noted that these price lev-
els still leave Germany at a decided cost dis-
advantage compared with the U.S. (as well as 
with several Asian countries, such as China 
and South Korea), a key competitor and rele-
vant benchmark. Indeed, driven by U.S. pro-
duction of shale gas, industry in the U.S. will 
continue for some time to enjoy average pow-
er prices that are roughly half and gas prices 

that are roughly one-third those facing Ger-
man industry. (See Exhibit 9.) 

The only viable option for halting increases 
in power prices for households and small in-
dustry, or even lowering them, seems to be 
the use of state money. Under Germany’s Re-
newable Energies Act, the feed-in tariff for re-
newable technologies is guaranteed for 20 
years (12 years in the case of offshore wind). 
Consequently, the country’s commitment—
the largest component of which relates to the 
roughly 25 GW of solar-PV capacity installed 
from 2009 through 2012—is essentially 
locked in for the medium term. Shortening 
the 20-year guarantee would be difficult, if 
not impossible, owing to both the legal hur-
dles and the political ramifications: a large 
cohort within the middle-class electorate ben-
efits from generous feed-in tariffs for the so-
lar-PV panels on the roofs of their homes. 
Hence, a lowering of the power tax or other 
types of relief funded by public budgets 
seems the only means of limiting power-price 
increases or possibly even achieving a reduc-
tion. Gradually eliminating the 2.05 ct/kWh 
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Exhibit 8 | Residential Power Prices Could Increase by 10 to 20 Percent by 2023
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power tax could, for example, stop a further 
increase in power prices in the short term. 

Security of Supply: Challenges on 
Multiple Fronts
Ensuring a sufficient supply of power while 
pursuing the Energiewende, and doing so in a 
cost-efficient manner, will present major 
challenges to Germany. Two of the most 
critical will be maintaining sufficient backup 
capacity—a challenge compounded by 
ongoing uncertainty regarding market 
design—and advancing grid extension. How 
Germany chooses to tackle these challenges 
will have implications that extend beyond its 
borders.

Ensuring Sufficient Backup Capacity. With 
their output increasingly crowded out by 
renewable generation, and suffering from the 
effects of declining wholesale power prices, 
Germany’s gas power plants and many of its 
hard-coal plants have become unviable. In 
fact, we estimate that more than half of 
Germany’s conventional plants were cash 
flow negative in 2013. As a result, a signifi-
cant number of plant shutdowns are planned: 
between December 2012 and May 2014, 
companies announced that approximately 7.7 
GW of capacity, or roughly 8 percent of 

Germany’s total installed conventional 
capacity in 2012, would be taken offline.6

Concerned about the systemic effects on the 
power system were such plant closures to per-
sist, Germany’s government introduced so-
called grid reserve (Netzreserve) regulation in 
the summer of 2013. This requires plant oper-
ators seeking to shut down a plant to secure 
regulatory permission. For plants deemed 
“system critical,” operators would be denied 
permission to close but would receive remu-
neration (financed by an increase in the grid 
use fees charged by transport system opera-
tors) for the plants’ fixed costs. By May 2014, 
1.4 GW of plant capacity fell into this catego-
ry. (One of the plants receiving such subsi-
dized payment is Irsching 5, the world’s most 
efficient combined-cycle gas power plant, 
which has been in operation only since 2010.) 
We expect that this trend will continue: over-
capacity of conventional generation will 
shrink over time, while plants deemed essen-
tial will be kept alive through bilateral pay-
ments under grid reserve regulation.7

Germany’s conventional power supply is gen-
erally believed to be secure until roughly 
2018, but clearly this security depends on 
both the continued enforcement of grid re-
serve regulation and the successful imple-
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mentation of key grid-extension projects. The 
potential for new regulation related to car-
bon emissions is another factor that could af-
fect the availability of coal plants specifically. 

Uncertainty Regarding Market Design in the 
Medium Term. The challenge of ensuring 
sufficient backup capacity is compounded by 
ongoing uncertainty regarding market design. 
Policy makers acknowledged in their policy 
update of 2013 and 2014 that the power 
market’s design needs to be fixed. But they 
were vague about how this might be done. 
They announced the planned development of 
a broad, technology-independent capacity 
mechanism “in the midterm,” as well as 
further development of grid reserve regula-
tion. They volunteered little else.

Grid extension could 
become the biggest hurdle 
for Germany’s energy 
transformation.

We believe that the introduction of a broad ca-
pacity mechanism is unlikely within the next 
several years (that is, before roughly 2018) for 
a number of reasons. First, assuming that cur-
rent capacity can be maintained by regulation, 
there seems to be no fundamental need for 
substantial new capacity except in critical lo-
cations where nuclear plants are scheduled to 
go offline. Second, grid reserve regulation al-
ready allows for selected construction of new 
power plants through tenders or, should the 
need arise, direct construction by transmission 
system operators. Third, policy makers will be 
reluctant to incur explicit additional costs and 
introduce subsidies, given the public’s sensitiv-
ity to measures that could be construed as 
beneficial to Germany’s utilities. 

It appears likely, then, that policy makers will 
muddle through over the next several years 
and that uncertainty may well be the only 
certainty for power market design. However, 
as the Energiewende progresses and the share 
of zero-marginal-cost assets (namely, wind 
and solar PV) in the power mix continues to 
grow, the merit order will continue to send 

insufficient price signals to trigger any new 
construction of either renewable or conven-
tional capacity—so eventually, something will 
need to happen. Many proposals for fixing 
the design of Germany’s energy-only power 
market have been put forth: none is battle 
tested, however, and it remains to be seen 
which, if any, might be viable. We fear that, 
ultimately, no market-based mechanism will 
work efficiently. (See “Re-regulation: The End 
of Liberalization?,” below.)

Advancing Grid Extension. Grid extension is a 
second critical enabler of the Energiewende. 
Large-scale extension will be necessary, as 
noted, especially for the transmission of 
wind-generated power from Germany’s 
northern coastline to industrial centers in the 
south. It will also be necessary for the local 
integration of solar PV and wind power. 
German transmission-system operators 
estimate that meeting Germany’s pow-
er-transmission needs will require approxi-
mately 3,500 kilometers of new construction 
in new corridors and the enhancement of 
about 5,000 kilometers of transmission 
capabilities along existing routes.

So far, progress on grid extension has been 
limited. By the end of 2013, only 15 percent 
of planned priority projects had been com-
pleted. And the expected commissioning 
dates of 40 percent of reported projects had 
been postponed—this despite the passage of 
laws to increase the speed of planning and 
permission procedures.

The critical challenge that policy makers face 
in advancing grid extension is overcoming lo-
cal resistance among communities and even 
among senior municipal and state-level policy 
makers. The challenge is a thorny one. Indeed, 
as Germany approaches the 2022 deadline for 
the final phaseout of nuclear energy, grid ex-
tension could well become the biggest hurdle 
for the country’s energy transformation.

A Destabilizing Impact on European Power 
Markets. Germany’s reshaping of its power 
system will have ongoing significant ramifica-
tions for the power markets of other European 
countries, given the interconnectedness of 
these markets and Germany’s status as a heavy 
exporter of power. Consider some of the effects 
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already evident. Surging supplies of electricity 
from German renewables have driven down 
regional wholesale prices, weighing on the 
finances of power plants in neighboring 
countries. Midday spikes in output from 
Germany’s solar plants have reduced the prices 
that pumped-hydroelectric storage plants can 
command for electricity during those (formerly 
high-profit) hours; this “peak shaving” has 
rendered these plants unprofitable. As a result 
of German exports, generation capacity is now 
in oversupply in a number of countries, most 
notably Austria; ironically, German transmis-
sion-system operators have contracted with 
(old) Austrian plants to provide backup power.

Germany’s destabilizing impact on the region 
is exacerbated by the country’s stagnant prog-
ress on grid extension. Wind generation in 
northern Germany, for example, regularly ex-
ceeds local demand for power. Germany’s cur-
rent inability to transmit that surplus to other, 
higher-demand parts of the country (especial-
ly the south), as well as to always power-hun-
gry Italy, effectively increases power flows to 
and through Poland and the Czech Republic, 
resulting in increasing strain on those grids 
and necessitating a redispatch of power in Po-
land. (Poland, as mentioned, is starting to use 
phase shifters to “lock out” unplanned Ger-
man power during periods of high output.) 

The situation is causing some countries to re-
think the merits of a renewables-centric ap-
proach to power generation, and the region’s 
path forward is uncertain. Poland, for exam-
ple, remains heavily reliant on hard coal and 
plans to develop a nuclear program; France 
continues to rely heavily on nuclear genera-
tion. How these divergent views and ap-
proaches will affect the European Union’s 
policy targets beyond 2020 remains to be 
seen. At a minimum, countries will likely 
have to align on carbon-emissions targets, 
which could be problematic. 

Continued Dependence on Gas Imports. 
Following recent developments in Ukraine, 
Germany’s dependence on imported ener-
gy—specifically, natural gas from Russia—
ranks high on the country’s political agenda. 
Given that most of Germany’s imported gas is 
used for heating, however, the country’s 
increasing emphasis on renewable energy 

sources for power generation will have a 
limited impact on Germany’s total demand 
for gas. (In 2012, Germany’s gas demand for 
power generation was approximately 750 
petajoules, versus a total demand of about 
3,000 petajoules. We estimate that, in 2023, 
Germany’s power-generation-related gas 
demand will be roughly 300 petajoules.)

Hence, the Energiewende alone will not free 
Germany from its reliance on Russian gas. In-
stead, the country will need to consider alter-
natives, such as importing liquefied natural 
gas from Qatar or, potentially, North America.

Notes
1. Our analysis is based to a significant degree on work 
conducted by BCG with and for the German Industry 
Association in 2012.
2. By the end of the decade, decentralized solar PV 
could be economically viable for homeowners 
irrespective of feed-in tariffs. In Germany, the business 
case for decentralized solar PV with a one-hour storage 
device will start to become viable in 2015, assuming 
“own” power consumption is not subject to the 
renewables levy. Solar PV with storage could be viable 
from 2019 and beyond, regardless of whether own 
consumption is subject to the levy. Note, however, that 
these business cases are dependent on other regulatory 
variables, such as usage-driven grid-access fees.
3. This assumes that policies defined in the 2010 
Energiewende for nonpower sectors remain in place. 
Updated policies, especially for the heat, transportation, 
and industry sectors, are currently being defined by the 
German government.
4. See Transmission System Operators, Grid Development 
Plan 2013, second draft, http://www.netzentwicklung-
splan.de/en/content/grid-development-plan-2013-sec-
ond-draft.
5. These projections assume the avoidance of excessive 
costs from the uncontrolled growth of solar PV. The 
problem of uncontrolled PV growth was first addressed 
in a cap policy introduced in 2012.
6. The list of announced plant closings even includes a 
nuclear plant, Grafenrheinfeld, located in southern 
Germany. The plant’s operator, E.ON, announced in 
March 2014 that the plant would be shut down earlier 
than the country’s nuclear phaseout schedule mandat-
ed (in spring 2014 rather than at the end of the year). 
E.ON said that continued operation of the plant would 
have been economically unviable because of a certain 
fuel-rod tax. 
7. Priority will be given to maintaining sufficient 
capacity in southern Germany. The region is home to a 
large number of nuclear plants and thus stands to be 
significantly affected by the nuclear phaseout. The 
region also has strong power demand from industry. 
And there is a shortage of grid connectivity between the 
north (where much of Germany’s wind capacity is 
located) and the south.
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Germany’s pursuit of the Energiewende 
poses fundamental challenges to incum-

bent utilities—and is triggering a systemic 
crisis in the power sector. This will likely spur 
government intervention and lead to a 
restructuring of the industry. It may also spell 
the end of power market liberalization in 
Germany and possibly beyond.

A Systemic Crisis in the Power 
Sector
Germany’s incumbent utilities—big and 
small, publicly and privately owned—contin-
ue to experience a severe disruption of their 
business model. That model—tailored to a 
world of large-scale assets, large capital ex-
penditures, long investment cycles, and high 
barriers to market entry—is increasingly ill 
suited to an energy landscape evolving to-
ward small- and medium-size assets, shorter 
lead times, and the lower barriers to entry 
implied by decentralized generation technol-
ogies, such as wind farms, rooftop solar-PV 
panels, and micro combined heat and power 
systems. This basic challenge has been great-
ly exacerbated by regulatory action and sub-
sidy-driven distortions.

Incumbent utilities are thus under severe pres-
sure. Their power-generation business is suffer-
ing from the effects of the phaseout of nuclear 
energy and an unviable business model for 
their hard-coal and gas power plants. Their re-

tail sales face the risk of declining volumes as 
“pro-sumers” both generate and consume their 
own power and sell the surplus back to the 
grid. Their margins in energy trading, especial-
ly in forward markets, are under increasing 
pressure. Utilities have divested a significant 
percentage of their grid assets because of regu-
latory pressure to unbundle energy assets 
and—partly—the belief that return-regulated 
businesses are unattractive. And utilities’ share 
of ownership of (increasingly prevalent) renew-
able assets remains small. In 2012, utilities 
owned only 12 percent of installed capacity of 
onshore wind and solar-PV assets (up from 6 
percent in 2010); the rest was owned by private 
individuals, farmers, banks, project developers, 
and other parties. 

Not surprisingly, Germany’s utilities have lost 
a considerable amount of shareholder value 
in recent years. While the German DAX index 
has returned to pre-financial crisis levels, util-
ities continue to languish, with share prices at 
the end of July 2014 for EnBW, E.ON, and 
RWE standing 55 to 70 percent lower than 
early-2008 levels. Shares of other European 
utilities, including EDF, GDF Suez, Iberdrola, 
and Enel, are suffering as well. 

We believe that Germany’s utilities will con-
tinue to suffer, for several reasons. First, the 
commercial viability of conventional power 
generation will not improve, as wholesale 
power prices seem likely to stagnate and load 

RE-REGULATION
THE END OF LIBERALIZATION?
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hours unlikely to improve. Second, utilities 
will be challenged to find alternative, suffi-
ciently sizable sources of revenue and profits. 
Third, the development of a broad capacity 
mechanism, which could help utilities, is un-
likely to happen over the next several years. 
This combination of factors will intensify the 
crisis in conventional generation and thus the 

broader power sector, given these companies’ 
critical role. The government will likely feel 
compelled to intervene to mitigate the crisis, 
just as many national governments attempt-
ed to stem the global banking crisis, though 
the role of the state will likely be different in 
this case. (See the sidebar, “Systemic Crises: 
Banking Versus German Power Generation.”)

The global banking crisis and the crisis 
brewing in Germany’s power sector exhibit 
both parallels and substantial differences, 
making a comparison worthwhile. (See the 
exhibit below.) 

A significant commonality between the two 
situations is their broad scope and the 
specter of collateral damage. The banking 
crisis was felt worldwide, with its direct and 
peripheral effects (including credit shortag-
es, falling asset prices, and job losses) 
spanning many industries and segments of 
society. A power sector crisis in Germany 
would be felt acutely both within the 
country’s borders—German industry and 
residents could, for example, face even 
steeper increases in power prices and an 

elevated risk of large-scale blackouts—and 
across Europe. A second commonality is the 
“system relevance” of individual actors: the 
collapse of a major player, as in the finan-
cial crisis, in Germany’s power landscape 
could have systemic effects on the country’s 
overall power supply (although, fortunately, 
a power plant will not immediately disap-
pear if its owner becomes insolvent).

A major difference between the two crises 
is their respective causes. The global 
financial crisis was driven to a large extent 
by risk taking—in particular, by excessive 
investment in U.S. subprime mortgage-
backed securities—by private-sector 
institutions. Germany’s pending power-
sector crisis, in contrast, is being driven by 

SYSTEMIC CRISES—BANKING VERSUS GERMAN POWER 
GENERATION

• Structural 
• Global

• Credit shortages
• Risk of bank runs and panic

• Increased regulation (e.g., 
Basel III requirements)

• Financial intervention 
(e.g., guarantees, bailouts, 
and recapitalization of 
banks)

• Separation of 
nonperforming assets

• Consolidation

Global banking crisis Pending crisis in Germany’s power sector

Potential for
collateral damage

Type and scope
of crisis

Potential for state
intervention

Industry players’
potential response

• Structural 
• Primarily confined to Germany but with 

likely spillover into the rest of Europe

• Power price increases
• Risk of blackouts

• Separation of nonviable power plants
• Consolidation
• Deconsolidation (or remunicipalization)

• Increased regulation (or reregulation)
– Approval of power plant shutdowns
– Capacity mechanism

• Financial intervention
– Guarantees
– Bailouts

Possible pathway

Source: BCG analysis.

The Global Banking Crisis and the Pending Crisis in Germany’s Power 
Sector
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A Pending Restructuring 
What are German policy makers’ options for 
handling the pending crisis in the country’s 
power sector? We see at least eight options, 
falling into two categories: changes in regula-
tion and changes in ownership structure. The 
measures are not mutually exclusive and rep-
resent a gradual increase in the depth and 

breadth of intervention and in the degree of 
resulting change. (See Exhibit 10.) 

The potential changes in regulation are the 
following: 

 • Extension of Regulatory Approval for Plant 
Shutdowns Beyond 2017. As discussed 

deliberate political decisions and the 
resulting introduction of subsidies and 
regulation. Hence, the banking crisis is 
perceived by many to have been the fault of 
the banks themselves, which is not the case 
for Germany’s troubled power generators.

The severity of the global banking crisis led 
national governments to intervene in 
markets and “rescue” major financial 
players; many governments have supple-
mented these measures with ongoing 
efforts to rein in banks’ risk-taking practic-
es. Whether and to what extent the 
German government intervenes to address 
the country’s brewing power-sector crisis 
will depend on a number of factors. (See “A 
Pending Restructuring,” below.) 

Assuming German politicians do, indeed, 
choose to intervene, they will likely draw on 
lessons learned from the banking crisis. 
Key lessons might include the following:

 • An array of measures will likely be neces-
sary. Governments took a broad assort-
ment of actions to stanch the financial 
crisis. These included actions that had 
an immediate financial impact, such as 
the nationalization of banks, as well as 
measures that had an indirect or a 
deferred impact on state budgets, such 
as regulatory changes and financial 
guarantees. 

 • The European Commission’s powers could 
increase significantly. The EC’s role in 
stemming the financial crisis in Europe 
grew considerably as the crisis pro-

gressed. (To a degree, of course, the 
EC’s expansive role was inevitable, 
given that the common currency 
automatically made the crisis regional 
in scope.) The EC assumed responsibili-
ty for approving state aid for troubled 
banks, for example, a role that rapidly 
increased in importance as the crisis 
unfolded and major national banks 
needed state assistance. Over time, the 
EC defined (increasingly) sophisticated 
criteria that had to be met concerning 
the effects on competition within the 
industry and the sustainability of the 
business models of rescued entities. 

 • Gaining public approval is critical. The 
banking crisis and its resolution 
revealed that winning a certain amount 
of public acceptance for proposed state 
aid to market participants is vital. 
Before the onset of the financial crisis, 
there was already widespread antipathy 
toward the financial sector for its 
perceived excesses and greed; this 
made the task of getting the public’s 
blessing for subsequent bailouts 
challenging, although policy makers 
ultimately overcame this by citing a 
“lack of alternatives.” German policy 
makers may face similar challenges in 
winning public approval for aid to 
utilities, some of which are viewed by 
much of the German population as the 
driving force behind rising power prices 
and as “dinosaurs” for their slow 
acceptance of the need to transition 
away from conventional generation and 
toward renewable sources.
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earlier, the permanent shutdown of any 
conventional power plant requires 
regulatory approval. If approval is denied, 
the plant owner is reimbursed for its fixed 
costs. Such regulation, instituted in July 
2013, is scheduled to remain in place 
through the end of 2017 and could be 
extended.

 • Selective Auctioning of New Plants. The 
government would selectively—in specific 
regions, for example—auction the right to 
build new plants that are deemed crucial 
for the security of the power supply. 
Remuneration would be regulated: 
owners could be guaranteed a fixed return 
on investment, for example, or compen-
sated based on the relative efficiency of 
their operations. Current grid-reserve 
regulation already permits plant auction-
ing and regulated compensation as a 
means of reimbursement. 

 • Development of a Capacity Mechanism. 
Capacity payments, determined by a 
capacity mechanism, would complement 
the energy-only market by offering 

payments for providing (backup) capacity. 
Different types of mechanisms are 
possible―major design parameters 
include differentiation by technology and 
region.

 • Centralized Dispatch of Power Accompanied 
by Regulated Remuneration. An indepen-
dent system operator could dispatch 
power based on the merit order. As with 
the selective auctioning of plants, remu-
neration would be regulated.

The potential changes in ownership structure 
are these:

 • Orderly Liquidation of Distressed Utilities. 
Utilities that run into financial difficulty 
could be liquidated or have their assets 
stripped. Nationalization, municipaliza-
tion, or acquisition of such plants by other 
utilities are possibilities.

 • Rescue of Distressed Utilities. As an alterna-
tive to liquidation, the state could guaran-
tee refinancing or equity bailouts for 
troubled utilities. This would likely result 

All power generators
plus grid operatorsSingle players or assets All power generators

Changes in
regulation

Measure in place Measure announced Measure possible

Changes in
ownership
structure 8

(Re-)formation
of integrated

power group(s)

7 Consolidation of fossil-
based and nuclear

plants, orchestrated
by the state

4
Centralized dispatch

and regulated
remuneration

3

Capacity mechanism

5
Orderly liquidation of

distressed utilities

6
Rescue of distressed

utilities

Regulatory approval
for plant shutdowns

1

Selective auctioning
of new plants

2

Strategic reserve

Breadth of intervention

Depth of
intervention

Source: BCG analysis. 
Note: None of these measures are mutually exclusive.

Exhibit 10 | A Range of Policy Options for Addressing the Pending Crisis in Germany’s Power 
Sector
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in financial obligations for rescued players 
but would leave company structures 
intact.

 • State-Orchestrated Consolidation of Fossil-Fu-
el-Based and Nuclear Plants. The fossil-fu-
el-based or nuclear assets of utilities 
would be bundled into a dedicated entity; 
utilities would receive shares of that entity 
in return. (Germany’s consolidated coal 
company RAG, which bundled its 
non-coal-related assets into a separate 
entity in 2007, could serve as a model.) 
The government, operating at the federal 
or state level (North Rhine–Westphalia, 
for instance), would moderate the process 
and possibly provide guarantees. The 
government could, for example, create a 
national corporation that owns and 
operates all hard-coal plants, an idea 
proposed by the trade union IG Bergbau, 
Chemie, Energie.

 • (Re-)formation of an Integrated Power Group 
or Groups. The government could reestab-
lish integrated power groups (or a single 
group) that operate plants, sales, and the 
grid. Such a group or groups could operate 
at the national level or by grid control 
area. (Such an industry structure existed 
in Germany about 25 years ago.)

Each of these eight options would need to be 
weighed against Germany’s key goals. Policy 
makers continue to confirm that security of 
supply is of critical importance; the banking 
crisis suggests that system efficiency and the 
viability of any business model introduced by 
intervention should also be high-priority ob-
jectives. 

Clearly, none of the eight options alone 
would meet all of Germany’s goals, and each 
would face severe hurdles to implementation. 
None of the proposed changes in ownership 
structure, for example, would do anything to 
ensure sufficient new capacity to replace de-
commissioned plants; for that, some form of 
regulatory change will be necessary. Thus, as 
was the case with government intervention in 
the banking crisis, German policy makers will 
likely need to employ a combination of mea-
sures. We believe that a capacity mechanism 
and centralized dispatch are among the most 

broadly potent levers and should be part of 
whatever course the government chooses.

But the government will be constrained in its 
choices by public and legal hurdles, at least to 
a degree. A direct rescue of distressed utili-
ties, for example, would meet both public re-
sistance and legal challenges from European 
regulators. The same holds for a potential 
(re-)formation of an integrated power group 
or groups, with both the public and European 
officials likely to push back on the prospect 
of “monopolies.” Instead, system-relevant 
plants will likely have to be saved at the indi-
vidual-asset level by means of grid reserve 
regulation (options 1 and 2, above), a consoli-
dation of plants orchestrated by the state (op-
tion 7), or simply a sale to owners who have 
lower expectations for returns on capital.

It seems likely that the  
country’s power sector faces 
a serious restructuring.

Regardless of what course of action the Ger-
man government takes, it seems likely that 
the country’s power industry faces a serious 
restructuring, one that could include changes 
of ownership, shakeouts, and national or 
cross-border consolidation. And the specter of 
additional state intervention will remain. This 
triggers a fundamental question: Will we see 
the end of power market liberalization, a key 
pillar of German and European policy mak-
ing, in Germany—and, potentially, beyond?

Implications for Power Market 
Liberalization
What can one conclude from a fact-based as-
sessment of Germany’s current situation? 
Several things. First, the country’s liberalized, 
energy-only power market, at least in its cur-
rent form, is incapable of meeting Germany’s 
energy-policy objectives. It sends price signals 
that are grossly inadequate to spur sufficient 
investment in new capacity of either renew-
able or conventional generation. It thus does 
not ensure security of supply or provide suffi-
cient financial returns for all market partici-
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pants. This makes the market’s design partic-
ularly problematic from the perspective of 
both policy makers, who need to manage the 
public’s expectation that electricity is a pub-
lic good, and investors, who are looking for 
appropriately risk-adjusted returns. 

Second, continued re-regulation of the power 
market, both to achieve the integration of re-
newables and to ensure sufficient capacity of 
conventional generation, is inevitable. In fact, 
regulation (or re-regulation) now represents a 
significant share of the power market. In 
1993, only about 4 percent of Germany’s in-
stalled capacity (consisting entirely of renew-
ables) was regulated; by 2012, fully half of the 
country’s installed capacity (renewable and 
nuclear capacity) was regulated. (See Exhibit 
11.) The trend will likely continue, especially 
given that more and more conventional ca-
pacity is being kept alive through grid reserve 
regulation. 

Does this signal the end of power market lib-
eralization as we know it in Germany (and, 
potentially, across Europe), 20 years after the 
start of Europe’s liberalization campaign? It 
seems likely. It is hard to imagine that some-
one will magically produce an efficient mar-
ket design that addresses the current German 
market’s inadequacies and allows for both 
full competition and actualization of the 

country’s many other, Energiewende-related 
objectives. The simultaneous pursuit of in-
creased power generation from renewables; 
decarbonization; security of supply; afford-
ability; phaseout of nuclear energy; competi-
tion; and market liberalization, to name just 
the key ambitions of German policy makers, 
may simply be too ambitious (if not overde-
termined) for a liberalized market. 

The question then becomes, Which of 
Germany’s objectives will remain, and which 
will be (explicitly or implicitly) abandoned? 
Given the acknowledged importance of 
security of supply, and the lessons learned 
from the California power crisis of 2000 and 
2001 and other power-market crises, 
competition and liberalization may well be 
relegated by German policy makers to a 
lower priority. 

So we may well see the curtain drawn on de-
regulation and liberalization and the start of 
a new wave of power market regulation. In 
Germany and possibly beyond, the role of the 
merit order could be reduced to that of a dis-
patching tool. Large-scale power generation 
could revert to a return-regulated business (as 
renewable generation and the grid are today). 
As part of so-called capacity markets, tenders, 
power purchase agreements, and similar 
mechanisms might well see a revival.

20301993 2012

101 GW 

~ 260 GW

166 GW

Liberalized capacity (%)
Nuclear (through 2010), hard coal,

lignite, natural gas, and energy storage

(Re-)regulated capacity (%)
Renewables, nuclear (from 2011 on), and

conventional under grid reserve regulation

96 

4 

50

50 

Installed generation capacity 

≤35

≥65

Source: BCG analysis and scenario analysis based on the German government’s 2013 and 2014 policy update.

Exhibit 11 | (Re-)regulation of the German Power Market Will Likely Continue to 
Increase
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Ultimately, we believe that German 
policy makers will be forced to acknowl-

edge, as they consider the Energiewende’s 
various objectives, that there is no way to 
deliver simultaneously and equally well on 
sustainability, affordability, and security of 
supply, at least in the medium term, and that 
trade-offs will have to be made to ensure 
sufficient progress on each front. Below are 
considerations for policy makers as they 
attempt to strike a balance. 

Sustainability: An Ongoing CO2 
Challenge
Despite Germany’s ongoing buildup of renew-
ables, emissions reduction remains elusive. The 
country has several options to try to remedy 
this, but none is particularly promising or ap-
petizing. Germany could, for example, exert its 
influence to try to raise carbon prices. But it 
would take a significantly higher carbon 
price—roughly €25 to €55 per ton versus to-
day’s €5 per ton—to drive a switch from car-
bon-intense coal to gas in Germany’s merit or-
der, and this does not seem likely in the 
foreseeable future. (A price increase below 
those levels would raise current wholesale 
power prices but would not have a meaningful 
impact on carbon emissions in power genera-
tion.) Germany could also introduce a national 
carbon tax but, if applied broadly to German 
industry, such a tax could imperil industry’s in-
ternational competitiveness. 

Other potential measures to foster emissions 
reduction have their own stumbling blocks. 
Germany could introduce emissions standards 
for power plants—setting a limit on the num-
ber of grams of CO2 emissions allowed per kilo-
watt hour produced, for example, or on the to-
tal tonnage of emissions per year per 
megawatt installed. Doing this would indeed 
lead to the intended reductions in output from 
power plants. But it might also speed the need 
for additional new conventional capacity and 
lead to further increases in power prices.

Germany could also limit power exports, which 
would reduce conventional plants’ load and 
thereby their emissions. But this would contra-
dict the principle of a single European power 
market and raise Germany’s costs further by 
increasing the need to subsidize idle backup ca-
pacity. Finally, Germany could extend the life-
time of nuclear power plants—but this would 
be a nonstarter politically, given that the Ger-
man public sees the phaseout of nuclear energy 
as a higher priority than emissions reduction.

None of these options is particularly appeal-
ing, obviously. Hence the challenge of driving 
down emissions will remain problematic. 

Affordability: Tax Relief for Power 
Prices?
As discussed earlier, we believe that the most 
viable means of limiting increases in power 

HARD DECISIONS FOR 
GERMAN POLICY MAKERS
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prices is government budgets. To gain the nec-
essary public approval, the government must 
position emissions reduction and increased 
energy independence as public services (com-
parable to national defense or highway infra-
structure, for example) that must be paid for 
by the public, not just by the power sector. 

Stabilization of residential power prices 
should not be driven by additional subsidies 
but rather by tax relief, such as a reduction of 
the current 2.05 ct/kWh power tax to the EU 
minimum rate of 0.1 ct/kWh for private 
households. Were this measure implemented, 
the increase in residential power prices from 
2013 to 2023 would be 5 to 10 percent, com-
pared with the 10 to 20 percent increase like-
ly without tax relief.1 Other ways to lower 
households’ power costs could be to reduce 
the power tax to the minimum rate only for 
the first 1,000 kWh that each household con-
sumes (thereby maintaining the initially in-
tended steering impact of the tax) or to re-
duce the value-added tax on power from its 
current 19 percent to the 7 percent rate ap-
plied to food and other basic goods. 

To ensure that industrial power prices remain 
at levels that do not compromise German in-
dustry’s competitiveness or ability to invest, 
the government should commit to holding in-
dustry’s current exemptions from levies and 
taxes at roughly their current levels. 

Security of Supply: Uncertainty 
Remains Certain for Market  
Design
Policy makers should keep three things in 
mind. First, pursued simultaneously, the phase-
out of nuclear energy and an increased empha-
sis on renewable generation could spell the de 
facto end of power market liberalization in 
Germany and likely beyond. Second, as noted, 
if Germany continues on its current path, the 
energy-only market will no longer send the 
price signals necessary to drive investment, 
and the merit order will be relegated to serving 
primarily as a dispatching tool. Steps will need 
to be taken (for example, the reinstitution of 
power purchase agreements and similar mech-
anisms) to address capacity directly. Third, the 
longer the country delays in completing the 
necessary grid extension, the greater the need 

in certain regions for mechanisms that spur the 
construction of new power plants. 

We expect Germany to maintain its com-
mitment to a full withdrawal from nu-

clear energy. We also expect the country to 
do its best to adhere to its emissions-reduc-
tion aims, the many challenges notwithstand-
ing. It is likely, however, that policy makers’ 
calculus here will be influenced by develop-
ments abroad. Over the past several years, in-
ternational support for emissions reduction 
has been far from uniform. On the contrary, a 
number of countries, including Australia, the 
UK, and Spain, have actively turned away 
from their abatement ambitions. Should this 
trend continue, the real-world costs to Germa-
ny of pursuing its existing targets, especially 
those related to reduced industrial competi-
tiveness, would rise further, potentially to lev-
els that cause public commitment to waver. 

If, on the other hand, there were an interna-
tional revival of abatement ambitions, Ger-
many’s perceived and real burden would 
ease, and the country’s resolve would likely 
be strengthened. Recent proposed policy ini-
tiatives and statements from both the U.S. 
and China suggest that such a revival is possi-
ble. Indeed, we see the potential for a quite 
strong global refocusing on climate change 
after 2020. Can, or will, Germany stay the 
course until then?

All things considered, we believe it is possi-
ble, if not likely, that Germany will choose to 
postpone (or will simply miss) some of its 
emissions targets. We would encourage the 
country to remain steadfast to its overarching 
commitment to climate protection and sus-
tainability, however, despite the tremendous 
challenges to individual players and to Ger-
many’s power system and economy. 

Note
1. Implementing these measures would add €3 billion to 
the federal budget—roughly 1 percent of Germany’s 
2014 budget.
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The Boston Consulting Group has 
published other reports and articles 
on European power markets. 
Recent examples include the 
following:

The Ukraine Conflict Won’t 
Ignite Another European Energy 
Crisis—At Least Not Yet 
A Commentary by The Boston 
Consulting Group, March 2014 

Shaping a Vision for Belgium’s 
Power Landscape
A Focus by The Boston Consulting 
Group, June 2013

The Death of Europe’s 
Liberalized Power Market? 
An article by The Boston Consulting 
Group, April 2013

Toward a New Balance of Power: 
Is Germany Pioneering a Global 
Transformation of the Energy 
Sector?
A report by The Boston Consulting 
Group, March 2013

FOR FURTHER READING
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